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Today we are in Joshua chapter 2 in the King James Version. Amen! This is a very interesting chapter; 

let's read together.  

Joshua 2:1-10 

 1And Joshua the son of Nun sent out of Shittim two men to spy secretly, saying, Go view the land, even Jericho. 

And they went, and came into a harlot's house, named Rahab, and lodged there. 

2 And it was told the king of Jericho, saying, Behold, there came men in hither to night of the children of Israel to 

search out the country. 

3 And the king of Jericho sent unto Rahab, saying, Bring forth the men that are come to thee, which are entered 

into thine house: for they be come to search out all the country. 

4 And the woman took the two men, and hid them, and said thus, There came men unto me, but I wist not 

whence they were: 

So everybody sees what's going on here: the spies are in there and the king of Jericho says, “Whoa!

Those guys are here to spy on this country and to destroy it; so get them!” Of course they're hiding in Rehab

the prostitute’s house. There are a lot of laws being broken in this couple of scriptures, okay; in a span

of two or three sentences, lots of laws have been broken. But they are fugitives. There's a on 

reconnaissance mission and they're going there trying to get information to take the city of Jericho, 

Jericho being a more isolated city in the region on major trade routes etc. Scholars believe that the 

Israelites were already encamped about three to four miles away, so it was a natural place for them to 

have to take and conquer.  
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This is interesting because this is the era of Moses, and of course Joshua. Remember, they had just 

been victorious in Egypt. You'll see later in this chapter that the word has come before they even 

arrived in Jericho; they’ve become so famous because they have taken out the Egyptians. Now of

course it was God's hand that did that as they traveled through the Red Sea, having the pharaoh and 

all those chariots trying to come and kill them. The big Egyptian army, that's like the Chicom army or 

something like that in the modern day; that's like a Superpower army coming after you, and by a 

miracle of God, they get swallowed up in the Red Sea. So, that army is defeated. 

And who did it? It's this band of wild slaves, because there were slaves in Egypt 400 years; it's this 

band of Jews that have been slaves the last 400 years! They have won; they have DEFEATED the 

CHICOMS- kind of Egypt! They have defeated a massive Superpower. It's incredible! So of course 

everybody has heard about this in the region, before they even came to Jericho. Everybody said, “Oh

my goodness.”You'll see it in the following verses.

5 And it came to pass about the time of shutting of the gate, when it was dark, that the men went out: whither 

the men went I wot not: pursue after them quickly; for ye shall overtake them. 

6 But she had brought them up to the roof of the house, and hid them with the stalks of flax, which she had laid in 

order upon the roof. 

Now scholars believe that here she told the king's emissary, “Oh no, I just saw them. They ran over there!

Quick, quick; go over there! That way! They went out that way!”And the guy's like, “Oh really, okay all

right!”And they start running over there. But she had sent the spies up on the roof. Now remember, in

this Middle Eastern area, in the summertime it's very hot, so in the night time most folks would come 

out onto the rooftops; they would cook out there barbecue, kebabs, hummus, etc. They would eat on 

the roof and they would have fellowship with other neighbors; you could see the other neighbors on 

the roof.  

If you've ever been to Jerusalem and there in that region, you see the houses are kind of like adobe 

houses, but they’re kind of square though. And there are square roofs and you can literally run like

Aladdin. Remember, that movie, Aladdin from Disney; he's running up on those roofs. Was there a 

song that he was singing then when he was running around the roofs, about being a thief? I can't 

remember; it's been too long. The point is: they had these roofs and they were connected.  

What would they do with flax? Flax is something that would dry out especially during the summer 

times when they used it the most. But in the spring they would start the process of harvesting it and 

putting it up on the roofs etc, drying it out, I guess in preparation for the summer. So scholars are 

thinking that since she has all the flax up on the roof, maybe they're hiding in the flax. Maybe that's 

how they disguised themselves, because you would imagine that there are other roofs and people can 

see their neighbors. It's tight. I mean you're door to door with your neighbors; you see how tight that 

is. But that's how the whole architecture of the city was built. It's interesting that nobody sees them, so 

maybe they're in the flax hiding.  
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7 And the men pursued after them the way to Jordan unto the fords: and as soon as they which pursued after 

them were gone out, they shut the gate. 

8 And before they were laid down, she came up unto them upon the roof; 

9 And she said unto the men, I know that the LORD hath given you the land, and that your terror is fallen upon 

us, and that all the inhabitants of the land faint because of you. 

You see, this is interesting. Remember, she's a harlot and a non-believer; she doesn't know about the 

God of the Bible. She didn't know about Him; but why is it that all of a sudden Rehab is talking like a 

believer? “I know that the LORD has brought you here.”What are you talking about? This lady doesn't

worship God, but what happened here? She says, “I know that the LORD hath given you the land,” She

starts prophesying,” I know that the LORD hath given you the land, and that your TERROR is fallen upon

us.”Why? Because see, they had heard the news of them defeating the greatest military power, the

Egyptians pharaoh and all of them. This little band of vagabond Jews, they did it; they DEFEATED 

this incredible army! 

And of course as they were WANDERING through at the time of Joshua, Moses had already built up 

his militias. At the beginning, Moses didn’t know what he was doing; he was just walking around in

the wilderness, into different cities et cetera. But he had to form his militia; quickly he had to form it. 

Now Moses has passed away and Joshua is at the helm and they're entering Jericho, entering the 

Promised Land. So Rehab says, “I know that the LORD hath given you this land.”

She has received words from the Lord. This is very interesting because she's like a criminal; she's the 

lowest of the low in her society. She's a harlot, she's a prostitute; she's engaged in sex commerce which 

is HIGHLY frowned upon, especially at this period of time. So she's already in that whole atmosphere. 

It’s almost like the criminal underworld is visiting her: all the local criminals, all the local vagabonds,

all the local thieves, all the local gangsters, et cetera, they know their Rehab. They know her in more 

ways than one. She's in that kind of criminal underworld, but she has gotten a word from God; God 

has spoken to her and He's touched her. 

Wow! Isn't that interesting? “But I thought God can't touch criminals or people in the criminal underworld or

something like that!”What do you think prison ministries are about? We go to the prisons and pray for a

person. 

So it's like this criminal underworld, and they're smack down in the middle of it. The spies have come 

in. They didn't go chose some place, some fields, etc. No, they said, “Where's your local

prostitute?”They got into the city and said, “Where's your local prostitute?” not because those Jews

wanted to do something bad. No! But, they knew that the King of Jericho and the authorities would 

recognize them as wandering people. They wear different clothes, speak a different language; they 

look a little different, so they’re going to be an eyesore. You're going to recognize them even though

they're dressed as spies. You can see their manner is a little different from everybody else’s in the city;

you're not used to seeing these guys. “Who are these guys?” But if they're coming in; they're merchants

maybe, and they want a prostitute, “Okay, yeah. Go down that road,” etc, right? Then they go in the
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building, they can take refuge, they can HIDE; people won't ask too much. They think they know 

what's going on in there. 

So actually a brilliant move by this reconnaissance team and this Intel- gathering team to go to a place 

of refuge quickly! God has planned this in advance and she has been given a word; she's been given 

insight about them. So, the prostitute, the harlot, the criminal underworld class is helping God's 

people! That's kind of crazy, isn't it? Isn't that crazy? 

Hmm, well I think I remember something about the American Founding Fathers! Who was that guy 

that sold the beer? Sammy Adams; you remember him? He was like a gangster; he was a mob boss. In 

the Boston harbor he owned a whole alcohol trade; he's a big gangster. The British were started to 

encroach on his alcohol territory, and he started fighting them. He literally started fighting them, 

shooting them etc. He literally started going to war with them. But God can never use people who 

break the law like Sam Adams, right? One of our Founding Fathers!  

So, God is moving to a very unexpected place, the harlot's home; creating refuge for this CRITICAL 

Intel team that is on God's side and that will now communicate critical information to Joshua and the 

people of Israel so that they can go in and take Jericho. Which is an absolute huge victory because then 

they're one step closer to taking all of Canaan with its many, many, tribes, and they created a critical 

trade route, etc. 

10 For we have heard how the LORD dried up the water of the Red sea for you, when ye came out of Egypt; and 

what ye did unto the two kings of the Amorites, that were on the other side Jordan, Sihon and Og, whom ye 

utterly destroyed. 

Stories of divine protection 

This is amazing! Folks that have been to war here in Sanctuary or watching online, you all have 

probably seen that, but I heard folks telling this story: in World War II, there was one warrior, a US 

fighter who would fight with a sword. He would run in a battle with a sword like a medieval cavalry 

sword. So the guys thought he was nuts; everybody's shooting at you and you're running with a 

sword! He was an infantryman. This man ran into every battle with a sword! What century was this 

guy living in, right? They got guns shooting everywhere, bullets, lead flying, and he's running and 

trying to cut the head off of the enemy. What was his name? Jack Churchill! He’s kind of a military

legend I guess in that world, and I’m sure some of our combat vets have probably heard of him.

The legend was that this man was crazy. He was fearless. He was so filled with courage. Everybody 

was scared, because who's not scared there. You've got lead flying over your head, you're got people 

trying to blow your head off, trying to blow you up with grenades, etc. And one of your guys runs in 

with a sword! You're paralyzed with fear in a bunker, and that dude is running at the enemy with a 

sword! You're watching him saying, “Oh, my Lord, look at him running at the enemy with a sword!”
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But what that would do is: his faith and his courage and his unfathomable faith in God or whatever; 

him charging the enemy that became infectious. So the soldiers that would see this man like a lunatic 

run in the battle with a sword, they’d say, “Oh my gosh, what am I doing? I'm sitting here with a GUN and 
I'm scared!” So, it would give them courage; it would give them a second boost of power. They would 
see this man with a sword CHARGING the enemy, trying to fight guys with guns, having to get real 

close and personal to do his business and the other folks would see that and say, “Wow!” and that 
would give them strength. So he became like this legend. 

It's incredible because those kinds of acts of tremendous bravery or even craziness - I guess some 

people call it crazy, totally crazy- but that kind of bravery has some type of power, and in the legends, 

in the stories, in the narrations of warfare, God stimulates some people with tremendous bravery 

which you would never see in the regular world. But when the time is ripe, somehow that person has 

a calling and is like Superman, charging the enemy with a sword like Jack Churchill. 

en.wikipedia,org/wiki/Jack_Churchill

www.youtube,com/watch?v=p-r3tqaST2k&ab_channel=LucasWong Mad Max the Movie

This is the same kind of situation as when the Israelites are dealing with Egypt, because that's the 

biggest army: THOUSANDS of chariots, THOUSANDS of men with swords and sabers and scimitars 

like weapons, coming after them to UTTERLY destroy them and ravage them. But yet God does a 

miracle; He does a miracle.  

Aren't there stories of Patton (General George Patton) when he was leading and he was just walking 

around like no nothing's happening? Everybody's ducking, staying covered, and Patton’s walking 
around; he's just walking around and the bullets are going, “Whew, whew, whew, whew!”
There are always some incredible stories of divine protection.  

Washington as well: a big man 6’3, when the normal height was about 5’7, 5’8. He’s a towering man in 
his time and just walking around in the battlefield, musket balls flying around “whew, whew, whew, 
whew!” and he's just walking around. That kind of extraordinary bravery is powerful, especially in 
emergency situations like warfare and conflict, because it's the most dangerous aspect of any human 

civilization when it's engaged in some type of warfare. 

God’s miracles & our responsibility

Here too, we see some incredible miracles happening: Egypt is defeated, drowned in the Red Sea by 

the hand of God. But notice what they do: Moses didn't just say, “Lord, we just won against the 
Egyptians; we defeated them. That's why we're just going to keep on continuing on; we're going to be disarmed 

and we're going to be vegetarian and vegans and we're going to do yoga every morning.” He DIDN’T do that!

What did he do? “God has given us this miracle, but we still have responsibility. We can't let our women and 
children be raped, killed and plundered. No!”

We too, have to do our responsibility as the Israelites did. What did they do? They started building up 

their army, building up their militia, and they started to not only develop it but also then started to 

become victorious, whether it be with Jericho or when they started moving to Canaan. God had given 

them this mission. 
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By the way there's a Korean pastor out there in San Jose, CA, Dr. Gene Kim; he's a Dispensationalist 

Evangelical from the Dispensational Church, and it's interesting because the Holy Spirit is talking to 

this young man. www,youtube,com/c/REALBibleBelievers/videos

God is speaking to this young man and he's doing great work. We were not sure what his position on 

self- defense was, and he came out with a great sermon the other day, a great Bible study on the Kyle 

Rittenhouse case and why self-defense is critical. That's a big turnaround, because a couple of years 

ago he was saying he believed that during the time of the Antichrist there would be false teachers that 

would come out trying to arm Christians. He was saying that. ”Oh, Okay, I'm probably on this radar; he's 
probably going to call me the Antichrist or something like that.” That's what I was thinking after two years 
of watching him,” Okay, he's going to come after me.”

But incredible turn around! God is touching him and in his last sermon he's praising the Kyle 

Rittenhouse victory. (Applause) He's praising self-defense as critical in this period of time. I was like, 

“Whoa, didn't you just say two years ago that there were going to be false teachers, “because I was waiting 
for him to start slamming me, okay; I was waiting. But I saw his last sermon, and I couldn’t believe it. 
I thought, “Wow, this man he's been touched by the Holy Ghost!”

Let's jump to Hebrews chapter 4. 

Hebrews 4: 1-2  

1 Let us therefore fear, lest, a promise being left us of entering into his rest, any of you should seem to come short 

of it. 

2 For unto us was the gospel preached, okay that's not controversial at all as well as unto them: who's them? 

but the word preached did not profit them, not being mixed with faith in them that heard it. 

Gospel of the Kingdom of God vs. the Gospel of the burial, death and resurrection 

So he's talking about the Gospel; you see the word Gospel there. Usually when we're talking about the 

Christian Gospel, we're talking about death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ; right? That's 

usually what we're talking about in the Gospel. Now remember, before Christ died, and every time he 

refers to the Gospel in Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, Jesus Christ himself defines the Gospel as 

what? He defines the Gospel as what? As the Gospel of the Kingdom of God! That's how Jesus 

describes the Gospel. He never describes it as the Gospel of my death, my burial, my resurrection. Not 

once does Jesus Christ himself refer to the Gospels as such!  

We did a whole series on that a couple of years ago; we went through twenty-two different verses in 

that study, remember?  

So, Jesus when he's describing the Gospel, he defines it as the Gospel of what? Of the Kingdom of God! 

He’s teaching on the Kingdom of God.

After Christ is killed then the Church Era begins. The Church already begins especially through Paul, 

and the New Testament becomes codified, clarified into the Gospel of what? The burial, death and 

resurrection of Jesus! That becomes the Christian Gospel, the good news. 
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Now, that’s interesting because the word gospel, evangelion, means what? It means ‘good news’; that's

what it means. It's interesting that here in Hebrews chapter 4 we have the same word evangelion.  

Who is: them? 

2 For unto us was the gospel preached, as well as unto them. Now we're going to go back to: who is “them”
but the word preached did not profit them, not being mixed with faith in them that heard it. Because they were 

hardened in their heart; they didn't have faith. 

Let’s jump back to chapter 3.

Hebrews chapter 3: 15-16 

15 While it is said, Today if ye will hear his voice, harden not your hearts, as in the provocation. Why? 

16 For some, when they had heard, did provoke: howbeit not all that came out of Egypt by Moses. 

Remember, this is just a couple of verses before Hebrews 4; this is the end of Hebrews chapter 3 and 

then it continues on Hebrew chapter 4 and then they talk about a gospel.  

Let’s jump back to Hebrews 4.

2 For unto us was the gospel preached, as well as unto them 

Who was “them”? A couple of verses back, we're talking about the whole situation with Moses and

Egypt. But that's weird, because wait a minute: Jesus was not around during Moses’ time! There was

no burial, death and resurrection during the time of Moses! Hello! Is that true, folks? You’re all with

me, okay? Jesus is not THERE at the time of Moses and Egypt. 

But yet the Bible says in Hebrews 4 that 

2 For unto us was the gospel preached, as well as unto them: but the word preached did not profit them, not 

being mixed with faith in them that heard it. 

They heard the gospel but their faith was hard so it could not profit them. That’s what the Scripture

said. But you saw that they heard a gospel which is important, and of course the gospel means what? 

Good news.  

What was the gospel they were hearing about in the time of Moses, in Egypt? The gospel, the good 

news, wasn't the Church Era Gospel because the Church Era had not come yet; Jesus had not even 

come to earth yet. It was not the Church Era Gospel of death, burial and resurrection. The gospel at 

that time was still with the same God, Yahweh, Father God; the same God at that time was giving 

them good news about what? Israel as a slave people would be what? Conquerors! They would take 

back what the devil still owned, and they would get back to what? The land of Canaan! They would 

become victorious conquerors. Now, they're slaves; they're after 400 years of slavery.  

Slave mentality 

And remember we talked about slave people; for example the Korean people are like a slave people. 

We’ve been slaves under the Manchus, the Mongols, the Tang Chinese, the Japanese, almost
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everybody from the eastern world; we’ve been slaves 5,000 years of Korea's history with 1,000

invasions and takeovers. That means on average every five years, a huge military conquest comes to 

devour the small little peninsula smaller than New Jersey. 

They've been slammed by the big powers: Han Chinese, Mongols, Manchus, Colonial Japan etc. It is a 

critical trade route as you know in the South China Sea etc, so it is a very important military position, 

which is the reason why the US is here. It's been conquered so often that even now in the Korean 

psyche, there is a slave mentality; there is a slave mentality like, “Oh yes, we have to just obey the

government; oh yeah, yeah, you have to obey the authorities,” this kind of slave mentality. It's very hard to

break peoples away from that identity, who have been in that for five thousand years because that 

identity has become part of their culture. It is manifested not only in their ideas and in their own 

internal frames or views or identities of themselves; it started manifesting in their culture. It started 

manifesting in the way they interact with each other, “OH! You don't need those weapons! That's

dangerous!”

New cultural realm 

You know this kind of leftism can become cultural; that's how the Left starts taking over our 

universities or elementary schools. They teach culturally; they don't come in with AR-15s or M4s. 

They come in with “Billy wants to be gay” coloring book; that's what they come in with. They come in

with, “Can you color all the rainbows of the LGBT?” That's how they come in. They come in with the CRT!

That's how they start taking over. 

And of course they need that 666-Beast apparatus Department of Education FORCING all the kids to 

be centrally educated, like in any communist system. You must centralize education, so the next 

generation is brainwashed into what? Being slaves, accepting collectivism, accepting the 

conglomerates and the stratification of power, as we're seeing now with corona. Tremendous transfer 

of wealth the last two years! They promised you two weeks; remember they promised, “Just be

compassionate; just help slow the curve. Stop being so selfish!” It was always this, “don't you care about

people? People are dying. You conservatives are cold-hearted; you're so uncompassionate.” Huh? This is how

we've been slandered in the last two plus years, and now that's just the tip of the iceberg; that's the 

beginning of it. 

Then it was,” oh, you’re all in the Trump cult! Oh, you're white supremacist!” Even though you're Asian or

you're Black, it doesn't matter; you're all white supremacists, or you’re tangential whites or whatever

it is. They say it over and over. In our country we go after white supremacists right, but no, no, no, 

you're not only white supremacists, you’re now domestic terrorists! You're domestic terrorists because

you believe in marriage, you believe in family, you don't want transgenderism and you don't want 

little children making adult decisions for their lives that could permanently scar them and destroy and 

ravage them with long-term consequences, etc. You are domestic terrorists! 
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So we've seen that kind of escalation in the public language in the cultural realm where they're trying 

to create this narrative, this story, this cultural reality that anybody opposed to collectivism, anybody 

opposed the Socialism and Communism, anybody opposed to Big Government and Big Pharma 

colluding and being the biggest law in Washington, DC, and making TRILLIONS of dollars; anybody 

opposed to that is a domestic terrorist!  

The Billionaire List  

In the last year, the billionaires as a class have gone up in terms of monetary value EIGHT TRILLION 

DOLLARS! Eight trillion dollars, the billionaires, folks! Thanks to the corona virus. You understand? 

Middle-sized businesses, middle class, “Oh, oh, you know, lumber prices are back down.” Hello! But

compared to 2018 they're up 51%; I know they're down from 75 %, but it's still 51% up!  

See, people are just in a daze; they just can't see reality.  

Gas prices are skyrocketing; some places in California crazy land: $7, $8 a gallon! How can you 

burden them? Meat price is up. Some select types of meats: 70% up in price. How can you burden that? 

Those are all indirect taxes. You basically have to pay double for everything. So your standard of 

living is going to start collapsing.  

“Billionaires are now $2.1 trillion richer than before the pandemic”
https://inequality.org/great-divide/billionaires-2-trillion-richer-than-before-pandemic/ 
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Look at what happened in the last year. Let's see the monetary wealth of these billionaires. Remember 

the billionaires about whom the Left says, “We got to tax them, tax them!” but of course they don't mean,

“Tax the billionaires!” The billionaires are tax exempt, they have offshore accounts; they have total tax

exemption. Guess who pays the taxes? It's the middle class! It's the people that worked and built a 

business; maybe that business has become a couple million dollars worth, but they earned that. They 

started from zero and negative. Are you with me, folks? They're the ones that have to do the 20%, 30%, 

40%, 50% tax; it's not THESE conglomerates! The conglomerates don't do anything. It's like Warren 

Buffett saying, “Oh, I think Americans should pay more taxes!” Well Mr. Buffett, if you think it's so good

to pay more taxes, why don't you just pay 50% of yours? Stop telling everybody else to pray!. 

So let's go down the list: 

*Elon Musk on March 18 2020 was at $24.6 billion- Tesla, Spacex. NOW in October 15th 2021, he's up

to 209 billion dollars! 209 billion; that's like a 10-fold increase, isn’t it?
*Jeff Bezos he's angry, “how dare Elon surpass me?”Bezos went from a measly impoverished $113

billion to $192 billion; about 77% increase in his wealth.

*And of course the Big Pharma has made TRILLIONS of dollars! Oh my gosh, Whoo! Pfizer! Moderna!

You’re talking about a MASSIVE transfer of wealth, folks!

Mom –and- pop shops

Now why is it that the young people who don't understand this, they don't realize what's happening 

here? What is happening? What is happening is that their futures are being killed; that's what's 

happening. Why is their future being killed? I'll tell you why: in America, people used to be able to 

start their own businesses with not a lot of regulation.  

I heard Gerald Celente talking about his uncle. He ran a fish shop in Flushing, New York; a little fish 

shop where all the kids would come to get the fish and aquariums or whatever, and he had a little dog 

and the dog would play the piano. Not really! You know he turned on the music and the dog would 

be playing with a party hat, and that's how he would advertise his pet shop. So on the street he'd have 

a dog playing the piano, and all the kids in the neighborhood would come to the thing, “oh the fish

shop and a dog is there,” etc. That used to be how it was. They could start a small business, they could

open up a small shop and they could start making money. Why? Because the government interfered 

LESS. You would have this everywhere. All over the neighborhood! Remember, twenty years ago they 

actually had stationery shops. What is that? Remember, they had Blockbuster videos? Remember that? 

You wouldn't have one huge Walmart which has everything and puts everybody out of business.  

You would know your local baker, your local carpenter, your local butcher; you would know the 

aquarium shop and you would know the guys at this and that shop. You would know them; it was all 

about people. It was in the hands of the people; the people working, doing that business, doing that 

work with less government intruding. I know there was still a lot but less than now. 
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They could run their business and they could make a living for themselves; they could enter into the 

middle class. They may be immigrants from Italy, Poland, Germany, Thailand, China; it doesn't 

matter. If they come here they work; they have a good idea, they want to serve their customers, treat 

people well, don't cheat people; they're going to start making money and they're going to build that 

business. They're going to be able to feed their family, they're going to buy a house, maybe a car too, 

have a dog, a white picket fence- whatever the case may be. America used to be like that!  

Small and medium-size businesses killed 

NOW look what's happening! We’ve become more like China; we’ve become more like the commie

states where there are no mom–and-pop shops. Everything is friends of the government.

*Like Walmart. Who are the big Walmart? Well, they did pretty well.

*The Waltons did pretty well too, didn't they? I like how they divided it up into three different

Waltons to hide their wealth. Each Walton was worth what? $54 billion and now they are $65 billion. I

guess, they kind of split up in three so it looks smaller, right?

The point is: now it's becoming more like China or more like North Korea. You can't go and know 

your local butcher; he doesn’t have his own shop. You can't go and have your own baker; she doesn't

have her own shop. You see they all have to work for a corporate machine. They all have to be part of 

this apparatus in order to be a baker, in order to be a butcher, in order to be a welder, in order to be 

whatever. And what does this do? This keeps them continually poor. Why? Because of that monopoly; 

now it's a monopoly. It's no longer a free market corporation that's competing with other companies. 

It's now a monopoly. 

If you had your own business; if you ran that fish shop and if you did well you could make $80k 

maybe 100k, or if you were the CEO and you developed it out. But now under that corporate 

monopoly? No! Now you're always just going to be a “pet advisor” or you will be the “dog food

manager.” That's the ceiling; you're not going to rise any more above that. Everything has to go

through this corporate monopolistic machine. 

It's the same with the digital currency thing that they're trying to set up and they're already released 

in China. See, there's a problem; they've released it in China. It's coming to Europe; it's coming to the 

US. The Federal Reserve's already talking about it, which is a privately- owned cartel that runs the 

monetary supply of America; mostly owned by the Rothschilds and those types of international 

bankers. That digital currency is coming.  

That digital currency is not to give you quicker access to buy food and supplies and things like that. It 

is a system that records every transaction you make; everything from buying a stick of gum to 

purchasing a car, to buying a gun, to buying candy, what type of meats, etc. Everything is traced and 

tracked. And if you're not a good little boy or a good little girl and the government sees on your social 

credit score that you've been a naughty little thing criticizing the monopolies or criticizing Big 

Government or criticizing Xi Jinping!!! 
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“Oh we don't want to offend Xi with the new Covid variant that's come out,” right, the Covid Xi or the

Covid Shi variant. They didn't want to offend Xi Jinping so they called it Omicron. Yeah, that's the 

new variant -coming out of South Africa is the claim. Yes a new variant has been released, folks, and 

now because of the new variant stocks are plumbing in both Europe and Asia. It's called the Omicron 

variant; not Optimus Prime variant, but Omicron variant. I hope you folks understand this is actually 

happening now; I'm not making this stuff up. It's actually happening.  

They just shut down flights coming in from South Africa even though Biden had called Trump racist. 

He had said Trump was against Africans; remember that? But Biden is now against Africans because 

he's shutting down flights coming from Africa.  

But the point is: you understand folks? What does it do when everything is under monopolistic 

control; all commerce is done in Walmart or things like this? It kills small and medium-sized 

businesses. You can no longer be your own boss; you can no longer have an entrepreneurial vision for 

yourself, for your life, for your family. Your children are being trained not to become great 

entrepreneurs, serve customers, be trustworthy, and abide by contracts and promises that they make. 

No! They're being raised and taught to plug into the system, and you're not going to own your own 

pet shop or reptarium or aquarium shop or whatever. No! The best you're going to do is working at 

“Monopoly Walmart” in the pet food division. In a free market, there are some reptariums and pet

stores that can become really great and they can make millions. But that never will happen because 

now Walmart or whatever big monopolies - in Korea it’s Emart - will be eating those profits.

So all the dreams and the vision are gone!  

Pioneering spirit 

We try to encourage our children to have an entrepreneurial spirit, a pioneering spirit, a spirit that 

faces the anxiety and the chaos of the future with courage and with an intrepid mindset. Just like an 

evangelist goes out to the world and spread the Gospel to nations with that intrepid mindset; that 

pioneering spirit -which God loves by the way. God loves that. That's in our nature and it brings all 

the best in us; really we have that. But, “No, no, you can't teach that! No, no!”Now it's just, “do well in

school on your government tests, okay! Honey, your purpose in life is to do well on the multiple choice test of the 

government testing program. That's your purpose in life; be happy with that! Do well on those tests. That's 

basically memorizing what the teacher said from your textbooks. Just memorize it and tell them what they want 

to hear, and select ‘a’ when ‘a’ is right and ‘c’ when ‘c’ is right.”

How is that going to make somebody who is going to be a pioneer face the darkness of the storm, face 

the darkness of the chaos, face the darkness of the anxiety and the unknown, with bravery, with 

courage, with faith? You have to have faith! If you start your own business, if you go out to witness to 

the nations you have to have faith, because you’ve got nothing. All you’ve got is God; that's all you

got. So you have to have faith! You have to believe, “I'm going to face this chaos, I'm going to face the

darkness, I'm going to face the unknown, I'm going to face the uncertainty, I'm going to face this incredible 

anxiety, and I'm going to go for it.” They call it: dig your heels in and tuck your chin down, and whoo,

go for it; that's what they say. 
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That's the Spirit of God; that's the Spirit of the Father, Father God. HE faced that darkness, HE faced 

the chaos. God brought order out of that chaos, He brought structure out of that chaos; He's the 

master over chaos. So, being in His image, we too, when we face that and we face that courageously 

and everybody said we couldn't do it, but we faced it and somehow we started our business or 

somehow we got that thing going, and it didn't fail and it's starting to build, you feel pride. You feel, 

“Wow! I could have been destroyed so many times doing this; I was on the verge of bankruptcy fifteen times

doing this!” Anybody who has done business, you all know what I'm talking about, right?

And you know that God has led you to that whole path. Why? Because you believe in His nature, His 

image and you're trying to manifest His image in your life. Whereas Satan is saying, “Ah, no, no, no,

don't do that! You take the safe route. Safety! We will bring safety for you; we will protect you.” Oh yes, we've

heard this one, huh? “We want to bring safety and peace, that's why all citizens should put down those

dangerous assault weapons, like the ‘AR-14’! You know those assault weapons like the ‘AR-14’ death machines;

they have these thousand round clips.” Okay, y'all know what I'm saying? Are you with me, folks? “It's

for your safety.”

Kubler-Ross five stages of grief 
What is happening around this globe? It's painful, I understand. It's like the Kubler-Ross five stages of 

grief that those researchers have found people go through, when they lose something or lose someone 

in their life that is so precious; a critical pillar in their life. What happens? You have the Kubler-Ross 

five stages of grief. 

1-The first stage is what? Denial, “I can't believe it! No, no, no! I can't believe he's gone!” There's a stage of

disbelief, of denial.

2- Then there are the stages of anger; there’s first disbelief and then anger.

I remember when I lost my brother; I was 20, he was 21 and I was ANGRY! I was angry; I was angry

at God; I was angry. You understand folks? That was unfair. I was angry as a young man, ANGRY

really, because he was much better than me. He was more faithful; he was just like almost the perfect

young man, and then HE got taken. He got taken. I was like, “Oh man, a bum like me!” I was so angry,

“God, why did You take him?” I lived with him my whole life in the same room; we got blessed on the

same day. You understand, folks?

So you have those in the stage of denial; you have the stage of anger. 

Then you have  
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3- Bargaining, where you're trying to make sense of this and you're trying to negotiate.

4- Then you have depression

5- Then you have acceptance.

There's a problem: look at what's happened to Australia. They were disarmed in 1996. Remember the 

movie Crocodile Dundee with Paul Hogan? The movie was based on a real Crocodile Dundee kind of 

person in Australia. When the gun confiscation happened, the man on which the movie is based, said, 

“I'm not giving them my guns.” He fought then; he fought the agencies that were coming to disarm him.

He died in a gun battle, but I think he got four of them or something like that. Crocodile Dundee, he 

actually fought them! That dude was a real croc-man! See, 25 years prior, he saw what was going to 

happen in his country. Now, look at Australia! It's LITERALLY CHINA! It's become a hellish 

communist dictatorship! Every manner of totalitarianism is now alive in Australia!  

The Maori people it's like a tribal people in the northern region, they're calling out to the world, 

“Please, help us! They're wiping out our entire culture. They're forced vaccinating us ALL!” Why? Because

they've already got them on the government stamps; they've already got them on the government 

HOUSING! “You can't get your housing unless you get your jab, you can't get your stamps; you can't get

your food.”They're literally calling out to the people of the world. This is an indigenous people of

Australia; they claim that they're the longest living indigenous people in the world. 

www,instagram,com/p/CW0Z5coFMVY/

“We are part of the original sovereign tribal federation, we are part of the community, we are part of the people

and we're standing here united to make an international call for assistance. We need international attention 

focused on what's happening here in our communities. We have the Northern Territory government forced 

vaccinating our people, pressuring them, using military, using foreign military, foreign police officers and local 

military and local police officers, to pressure our people into taking this bio -weapon. They are not informing the 

people; they are lining them up, they are pressuring them. They are telling them they can't eat in the shops, they 

can't leave the community; they can't go shopping elsewhere. Those who are fleeing to get food or fleeing from 

this forced vaccination are actually being fined five thousand dollars for leaving the community. 

So this is Martial Law. This is a war crime, this is a crime against humanity, and everything that has been 

implemented against humanity has been tried and practiced on the tribal people of this continent. We are the 

guinea pigs; we are the dry run for everything that they do in our community right now. Do not think because 

you live in major cities that you can avoid it. This is a dry run for the rest of the country and the rest of the 

world. They are trialing it on us; they tried the basic card, your universal income non-cash card. Everything gets 

trialed on us; the New World Order agenda, everything has been trialed and practiced on the sovereign tribal 

people of this continent. 

What they are doing now is they are forcing this genocidal weapon onto us through coercion, through force, 

through pressure, through the relief of getting a feed or food or getting money; they are pressuring us in every 

way and now they are going in with the military. They are locking down entire communities; they are not 

letting people in or out. They are protecting their crime by shutting everybody out, and they are pressuring and 

forcing our people to take this bio- weapon. Our people are scared, our people are frightened; our people are 
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terrorized out there. This is torture. Do not be mistaken, this is torture, and we are calling out for the 

international community to bring this to the attention of the world.  

Candace Owens she called it out. She called on the US, ‘why isn't the US military intervening here when they

went into Iraq and Afghanistan over lies?’ Well we're not lying to you. We're the people on the ground; we are

the people watching our people die from this bio -weapon. This is truth, this is reality. Do not ignore this cry! Do 

not ignore this call out!”

You can see this all around the world; these people are being targeted. Those crazy collectivist white 

supremacist leftist commies in power are on an unbelievable power grab, unbelievable wealth transfer. 

This type of wealth transfer was never seen in the history of mankind, folks. You understand, the 

entire world's wealth, the entire world's monies have been funneled to a select few people now. You 

understand that, folks? That's why it's so sad. It's so hard because people are still in a state of denial. 

Wherever we have churches, in Japan, in Korea, in Thailand, etc, it's so hard; honestly it's hard. We 

pray with them every Saturday. We got our African churches: they join us on the international 

meetings that we have every week. All you can do is just pray for them. Oh my Lord, you want to 

hold on to hope, because it's so abysmal, it's so terrible, terrifying. It's so horrible and horrific to watch 

this in slow motion. Everybody can see it. That's the thing; everybody can now see it, at least the 

majority of people on the conservative side can see it. Yet it just keeps rolling down and the transfer of 

wealth continues on.  

The crash of the dollar is coming! In the last fiscal year 4 trillion dollars were spent by this usurpatious 

administration, and for the Build Back Better bill, another 2.4 trillion -TRILLION- dollars spending! 

Have you read through this bill? It's so dense; just reading it numbs your brain. It's: a billion dollars 

goes here, a billion dollars to USDA, (US Department of Agriculture), etc. Oh my gosh, these people 

are crazy; they're totally insane! You're pulling money out of nowhere, you're crashing the dollar; 

you're rising inflation. I mean you're crashing the economy; you're forcing all the assets to go to the 

monopolies and the monopolistic powers. You see what I'm saying?  

People are like, “Oh, no, no, if we just participate this time, then it'll go back to pre-Covid.”
You've been surfing too much, dude! It's not going back pre-Covid; it's not coming back. How can you 

bring it back? How can you bring back all those hundreds of thousands of businesses that have gone 

out of business? How can you bring back the massive transfer of wealth? Do you think that those 

billionaires will say, “Oh, whoops! I'll just give it back to you all.” HOW, in the realm of reality!

This is why the people who survived the death camps were those who had a realistic form of 

optimism, not an unrealistic form. I kind of hit on this a lot; Elie Wiesel talked about it. An unrealistic 

form is, “Oh it's going to get better; they promised. They promised; this time if we listen, it's going to get

BETTER.” But realistically, how can it go back to pre-Covid days? They've crashed almost all the

economies; they've put millions of people out of jobs- in the US alone 89 MILLION are out of jobs. 

How do you go back? They've increased food and gas prices; doubled it, as an indirect tax on the 

middle class. How can you burden that continuously? It's forcing everybody on to what? Onto the 

government welfare; it's forcing everybody to go on to the government dole. And if you're on the 
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government dole, you become a SLAVE to that 666 Beast. Everybody understands how that works, 

right? You become a servant to that master. 

We are still in that Kubler-Ross cycle and we're in that denial. Some people are waking up, so they're 

getting angry. They’re getting angry, okay. So, “what should we do?” I guess we got to start preparing

and we got to start learning skills and we got to start farming and we got to start storing food and we 

got to know how to do all that stuff. That's all important stuff, critical stuff and we should have been 

doing that about a decade ago.  

But it's almost like just the pushing back of the inevitable. If the people are just on the defensive; in the 

sense that, “Oh, we'll just retreat, we'll just make farms; we'll just do this,” that's good, very important and

our community has been doing that the last decade. So those things are important, but at the same 

time it can’t only be that. Because at some point the governments get so big, and wherever you go:

Swiss Alps, or this or that place, they're coming; they're coming. The tentacles of the Beast are coming; 

they're coming. There's nowhere to run. That's the reality people are starting to wake up to; there's 

nowhere to run. We can't go to Australia, we can't go to New Zealand, we can't go to Europe, we can't 

go to Canada, Russia, wherever. There's nowhere to run to. 

And even in America, we see movements. The Left is taking over different areas and now they got 

their sights on Pennsylvania and stuff like that. There's a pouring influx from the commercial real 

estate market that's tanking in New York. Everybody's going out of business there, and of course there 

are riots and violence, so people are starting to move up, up, up, up. Even in our area, we got Shoprite 

coming in on the Pennsylvania side now. All I see is New York and New Jersey license plates. That 

doesn't comfort my heart at all. Yes, there are good people in New Jersey and New York coming over, 

but there are also dangerous groups that are coming over. And this is not only Pennsylvania; this is 

any swing state near any of those liberal areas. It's encroaching. In Tennessee we're building up 

Cheongpyeong there, and all of a sudden the land price is going up; going up, up, up, up, up. People 

are starting to move in. I don't know; it's weird how that works. Wherever Father went the land prices 

started going up; it's kind of the same thing. 

So there's all this reorganization of the entire world. People are moving; there's migration. In America 

there's a lot of illegal migration coming from the South to start skewing those numbers. There is a 

MASSIVE movement of the planet; reorganization of the planet. Some of it is being funneled of course 

by the major organizations the WHO, the UN, et cetera, trying to implode and destroy this bastion of 

freedom, because right now what we have in America is still the freest country in the world. 

We are still walking around with no mask; we still go into stores and restaurants without wearing 

masks. In some places in New York, you got to show your vaccine ID; some of these Looney Tunes are 

actually trying to enforce that. We don't support those businesses obviously; we don’t want to support

Gestapo. Don't support them; it’s as simple as that. But that's more marginal in America.

Our Japanese and Korean folks come here. They say, “Wow, you're so free; it's amazing!”
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But now we have the forced vaccine that's coming through OSHA. Also the people who are coming 

into the country now have to be forced vaccinated; everybody. See, the pincer’s starting to close. And

I'm not saying that to scare people; it's just reality. It's just being able to gaze into the chaos and realize, 

“Okay, there's chaos; there’s a lot of chaos, and it's coming. What's the best way to prepare for that?”
Well it’s to look at it, to pray with God, have a strong community, and have like-minded people,

because a community is a massive force multiplier. You don't want to be a lone wolf kind- of- thing; 

you're in big trouble in that kind of situation.  

Our communities have our own systems. People who are smart are moving onto God's money and 

not on the bankers’ money. You all know what I mean with that, right? Not on the bank money, not

on the digital money, not on all that fake paper money. We teach young people, “No! God's money: gold,

silver, land, lead, etc, stuff like that; real stuff that doesn't go anywhere, real stuff that you can actually have 

possession over.”

They want to get you onto a system where you have to use some digital currency which already China 

has released, which Europeans are going to release, and the Federal Reserve has also promised that 

they're going to release their own digital currency. You're telling me you're going to trust the largest 

corporations that have multiple felonies against them, proven, like JP Morgan that have five different 

felonies charged against them, from money laundering, and all that kind of crazy things they've done 

with billions and billions of dollars. Known criminal cartels; known criminal cartels! And you want to 

give them ALL the money and all the control over your bank accounts! You have to get permission 

from that bank to buy a stick of gum, folks! Do you really want to be in that kind of system? (No!) 

So that's why it's very important for people to be getting back to what God has created, getting back to 

basics. We have more and more technology? Yes, it's marketed to us; yes, it's advertised to us as if it 

was going to free us. But of course technology can be weaponized as we can see with the Chinese 

Communist Party, and the social credit score system. They don't use it to free people. They use it to 

control and surveil and kill and destroy and disappear their ADVERSARIES, and to maintain 

monopolistic control of the nation i.e. political Satanism. They actually create a literal hell on earth 

that's a vortex of the devil's work, a vortex of Satan's presence IN the REAL WORLD! Are you with 

me, folks? And it's real; it's not like we're making it up. It's literally a dystopian hellish place for the 

normal person. 

By the hand of God 

So it is a serious time; it is a critical time in our country's history and it is a time when we are being 

attacked from all angles. Not so different from the period where we're in today with Joshua. There 

were 33 kings in Canaan, and he had to defeat all the different tribes; they were all against them. They 

had won a military defeat with the Egyptians by the hand of God, not by their own talent. That kind 

of carried over; they took Jericho because the people were scared after they heard about the victory. So 

God started doing miracles, and as those miracles developed, then they were starting to amass more 

and more notoriety. More and more people said, “Hey, I want to ally with those guys” They started

growing in numbers and they were able to start overtaking the others. 
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But see without the hand of God, folks, they could never have planned that! They could never have 

put that in their five-year plan, their ten-year plan; their business plan. They could never have put that 

in there; it was totally unplanned.  

Now they did try to make as many preparations as they could; they did try to get their militia on point. 

The young boys would leave the care of their mothers at 12; they would join the militia and they'd be 

around their daddies and the alpha males etc. They'd have to learn how to become a warrior; they put 

that whole system in place. At the Feast of Tabernacles every year, they would have to go out 

bushcrafting; they’d have to make huts, survival shelters. So they'd be training. They tried to do their

five percent, but in the end what brought humongous changes were these incredible miraculous 

victories that they were given. Wasn't that an incredible turn of events? 

Facing the Beast 

Let's just look at it with natural eyes, logically. Okay, you have 100 million gun owners in America, 

right. How many of those 100 million people have seen actual war? I mean even in the hunting 

community, how many of the hunters have actually seen war? How many people are combat vets? It's 

a tiny population, even of gun owners. How many people understand the terror, the horrors, the mass 

killings; the bodies on the street everywhere, floating in the rivers? How many people understand that? 

Seeing young people or your own children and cousins dying, their heads blown off and their necks 

spewing blood because they got shot in the head and have hemorrhaging brains? How many people 

understand? It’s such a tiny population of people who understand that, who’ve seen that, been

through that; understand the stresses of that and can exist through that. Let’s be real! Even the normal

gun owner is not prepared for that psychological terror, that psychological burden. So in the natural, 

okay, we may have 300 million guns in America, 100 million gun owners, but how many are trained? 

How many have seen war? How many really have communities? How many are awake politically? 

So in terms of the numbers, okay, let's just be optimistic and say, it's like 20% or something like that. In 

the Revolutionary Period it was only three percent, so 20% is ridiculous; in the Revolutionary Period, 

there was only 3%. So 3% is probably way more realistic, right! 20% would be probably high 

overestimation, statistically speaking. 

So you got about three million guys going against every major international superpower army and 

military in the world, with an administration that will help them come in to destroy that three million 

people. Are you with me, folks? I'm just trying to put out these numbers so people can pray about it 

and kind of chew on these numbers a little bit; not to fill you with doubt and no hope. No! But to gaze 

at these things! If you look at it just in the natural, it's a losing game: three million versus the entire 

world Superpower militaries of the entire world with China at the helm and all the different evil 

militaries. 

You heard that the Solomon Islands have just now pledged allegiance to China and Beijing; it just 

happened last week. They were in alliance with Taipei and now they have switched that to Beijing. So 
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the Solomon Islands have now agreed to become part of Chinese control. You know the  Solomon 

Islands, northeast of Australia, pledged allegiance to Beijing. “Hail Xi Jinping!” That’s what they're

saying there. That is the way the world is moving. So in a natural, yes, it's crazy okay; all the nations 

are starting to line up, “Oh, China will profit us.” South Korea is lining up too with this Commie Moon

Jae-in and then the next Commie Lee Jae-myung who will probably get in; he's already praising China, 

he's already licking their feet like a little doggie.   

So you have South Korea starting to line up to lick the boots of Xi Jinping and kiss his feet! Uh-huh! 

You have a major East Asian ally, South Korea, kick out the US and lick the boots of China! Then 

Japan is isolated too, isn't it? And there are now leftists coming up in Japan - funded by George Soros 

by the way. Can you believe George Soros even funds Japan’s elections? We have to fight him in Japan,

folks; do you understand? Our Japanese Church literally we have to do demonstrations against 

candidates that George Soros funds - in JAPAN! It's ridiculous but our Church community literally 

has to fight those fools! Oh, golly! Anyway, the point is: new candidates coming up there have 

massive funding.  

In the whole East Asia you have America's presence weakened, America's presence degraded by 

Biden. Our economy has imploded. We’ve now become a Third World country with empty shelves,

and food and supply shortages everywhere. Meanwhile, nations over there are starting to say, “Yes sir,

hail Xi Jinping!” You see folks, where this is going. Not to a good place; three million versus that whole

apparatus that they are now building. The Beast is getting bigger; it's getting bigger.  

And remember, this Beast is not a nice little cuddly bear. It has blood-dripping waterfalls of genocidal 

blood flowing out of its eyes, out of its mouth, out of its nostrils. Every single finger is laced with the 

death of hundreds of millions of souls. It chews and rips heads off, kills people, and organ harvests. 

You understand? It is a vicious, vicious, satanic demonic beast! And just the Bible says, “The devil

comes to kill, to steal and destroy,” and that's exactly what it does. It's not here to play with you; it's not

here to be nice. It's not here so that if you acquiesce it will be nice to you; it’ll lick you like a puppy

and “you'll tame the monster.” That is a pipe dream; that is a ridiculous hero fantasy. It is a dangerous

blood thirsty killing machine, folks, for anybody who stands in front of it. 

And yes in America we're still in the safest place, we're still the freest, but the other parts of the world 

are collapsing and increasing its power. So the inevitable day when all that collapses is coming, and 

it's coming here; it's inescapable because they've decided on it. Look at every continent; it's happening 

now. How would you with three million face that international alliance of Communism, of evil 

totalitarianism; of massive corporate monopolistic power and control that they have? They've 

transferred all the wealth to themselves. They have unlimited resources to fight you, unlimited armies 

to fight you. 

How do you face that? Well, one thing's for sure you can't do it in the natural, folks. It can't just be 

done by, “Oh well, you know we're going to make a five-year plan, a ten-year plan.” You know what I mean?
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God will show you the next step 

It's like Moses and the Egyptians; they didn't know God was going to pull out a miracle from the Red 

Sea; they didn't know a body of water would be their victory. They didn't know crossing a lake and an 

ocean would be their victory. But literally that's how crazy it is! If they decide, “we're not going to cross

that river, we’ll wait here in the camp”, they're dead; they're all going to die, literally. But they decided

that night, “we’re crossing that river,” then they won. They crossed it; if they didn't cross it they would

die. If they crossed it THEY’D WON! It had nothing to do with their business plan; it had everything

to do with being obedient to God. 

So it's a crazy time, but in the end, only by the hand of God can we make it through, and there's no 

guarantee. There's no guarantee who will live and who will die through this. They're trying to do 

mass genocide across the world with unknown mRNA vaccines which the creators of the actual 

vaccine say not to get. Massive peer-reviewed studies coming out of major biomedical universities 

around the planet now releasing information on spike protein and the non-homologous end joining 

system of your immune system being 90% suppressed!  

It's a crazy time, folks, and we can't do this on our own. We have to do our five percent. That's what so 

powerful about the Divine Principle: you have to do your five percent! We have to do the five percent. 

We have to do whatever we can do to prepare, to build community, to evangelize, to wake people up, 

to bring people into the Kingdom of God; we have to do what we can do. But in the end, it's not going 

to be done solely on our own effort; that's only five percent. In the end GOD standing with us - 

because He said He will not forsake us- God standing with us is the element.  

And what does that require us to do? It requires us to not have all the answers. When you say, “God,

just SHOW me the battle plan, SHOW me the business plan; show me Your five year plan!” He’s not going to

show. Why? Because if God showed it, we'd lose faith: “WHAT? God You want me to do that! HOW are

we going to do that? I don't have the resources for that! I don't have the people for that! How am I going to do 

that?”Oh, you see; if He showed us everything that He's going to make us go through as a whole

nation, 90% of us would say, “That's not happening; that's not realistic, God! Can we have a debate about

this?”

God is wise; He knows. That's why when we're facing that chaos and facing the unknown and facing 

the darkness and facing the midnight hour, and we ask God, “Where will this lead?” Quiet!

But if we say, as the Scripture says, “God, be a lantern unto my feet and a light unto my path!” He'll show

you the next step. Oh yeah! See, God will show you the next step; He'll show you that very next step 

you got to take. He won't tell you two or three steps down the road because even that will get us 

petrified. He shows one step, maybe half step; maybe He'll show it and disappear it. 

But that lantern doesn't go all the way out to the top of the mountain; that lantern only goes a couple 

of feet forward. That's all we can see.  

That's where faith comes in.  

That's where believing comes in; 

That's where courage comes in.  
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That's where your preparation that gives you a sense of confidence comes in. 

God’s Kingdom is coming!

So, are there things you can do? Yes there are many things we can do; there are many things. We can 

prepare, we can have barbecues together, have fellowship; we can shoot at the range together, we can 

spend time outside camping and fishing and hunting and praying together, and studying Scripture 

and building a community, evangelizing and getting people blessed. We can do all that, and it's 

critically important, because a community is the GREATEST protection against an evil force. 

But in the end we can't know everything. When there's a community you have different people, and 

people don't always get along. You don't know what's going to happen to this or that; you don't know. 

All we know is that God is walking with us; He's leading us. All we know is: “Hey! Yes, there's an

unknown, yes there's a midnight hour, yes there's CHAOS in front of me, and yes I'm anxious, and yes I'm 

scared, and yes I have trepidation for the future, and yes I'm hesitant in my own ability.” But something

within us has to make us TRANSCEND those fears, because “God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but

of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.”

So in that scripture what will pull us out of that fear? What will pull us out? It's aligning with God, it's 

aligning with His love, because in the end we're going through this crazy tribulation because He loves 

us and He loves the world.  

Because His Kingdom of God is coming, folks, you see. (Applause) Because His Kingdom of freedom 

and sovereignty and liberty and kings and priests, it's coming; you see. That's why the devil is getting 

angry and that's why the DEVIL is trying to disarm you, and that's why the DEVIL is trying to kill you 

if you evangelize, and that's why the devil is trying to destroy you if you're Christian. Because he 

knows it's inevitable. See, just how the devil makes us feel, “it's inevitable; the Beast is coming for us!

We're only three millions,” and in the natural, yes it's inevitable; they're coming. With all those barrels

and all those cannons and bombs they are coming! YEAH! Okay, they're coming. 

But you know what else is coming beyond that? God's KINGDOM is coming (Applause) where they 

will get the justice and the WRATH of GOD, and justice will be served! That's also what's coming! So 

we must never forget that. That's an important part of the story, isn't it? 

It's easy to get sucked up on the natural, and that's where the devil wants us. He wants us in that 

spirit of fear; he wants us affected and possessed by that spirit of fear.  

And I'm not saying, “Be delusional”; I'm not saying, “Okay, I'm just going to have unrealistic optimism for

the future, and I'm not going to worry. I'm not going to prepare.” No, you're going to end up being a

burden to somebody else.  

BE the best you can be! 

TRAIN the hardest you can train! 

GET as much knowledge and skills and preparations as you can get! 
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That's how you'll be a blessing to somebody who's not prepared. Amen! 

BE an asset for God when He needs to use you as His hands and feet, as it gets worse! You see what 

I'm saying, folks? There are many things we can do, but it's critical that we are not paralyzed, just like 

these spies knew.  

And it's interesting; think about it. Just as I told you Sam Adams, he was a criminal; he was a mob 

boss. He was in charge of the alcohol trade- that's like the drug trade. They didn't have the heroin, the 

cocaine, methamphetamines whatever; they had the much more powerful drug which is alcohol. It's 

actually a much more powerful drug than all those drugs in terms of violent crime etc. 70% of violent 

crimes involve some form of alcohol etc, so alcohol is a MASSIVELY dangerous drug.  

Sam Adams was a Founding Father, folks; he was a mob boss. George Washington was a NEO-CON! 

Whoo! Put your mind around that! Can you believe George Washington was a neocon; he was a 

neocon billionaire. The Boston Tea Party, he didn't like that; it was too politically dangerous. He 

condemned it. Fifteen years later, after he led the troops to battle and he won, he repented of that and 

he said, “Actually that was the beginning of America.” See? So, when it gets bad, even the neocons start

flipping; when there's enough consensus.  

We talked about how, if a civil war does break out in any country it becomes a legal war; look at the 

history. It escalates to a certain point where everybody in that country realizes very clearly who the 

enemy is, and when the abuse is to a point that now those actual states and governors come forward 

and say, “No! FBI, you're going to stop; you're going to stop. We're not going to let you into the state because

you are illegally arresting our people and you're confiscating the guns- whatever the case may. So we, as the 

state of Tennessee,  Texas, etc, we're going to come in and say, ‘No, you're not allowed in.’” The battle lines

get drawn and it becomes a LEGAL war, because at that point they may be killing patriots, and people 

may be fighting back. They may say, “Molon labe, Come and take it.”There may be shootouts.

All those things may be potentially down the road in reality, and there may be such escalations that 

lead to an actual determination of the conservatives all deciding, “Okay, this is too much now. That's it!

It’s too much. We're now going to start arresting any person from the federal forces of Biden trying to come and

make laws here. We're going to arrest you.”It's going to get to that terrible tipping point. Now, nobody

wants to get there; obviously we don't want to get to it. But look how the world is moving, folks. It's 

kind of hard not to get there. 

The point is: even though we can't see the ABCD playbook open up to us, that's not what is relevant. 

What's relevant is what? It's the Good News. See, God has good news; Satan has bad news. I'm not 

trying to give you bad news, folks. I'm just trying to give you real news and then trying to give you 

good news. There is real news; there's bad stuff happening, and that's real news. That’s real stuff; it’s
coming. That's real.  

But there's also the Gospel, the Good News of the Gospel, (Applause) the Kingdom of God. Freedom, 

protected; liberty, protected; responsibility, protected! And that's what God's people have to realize: 

it's a critical time, and it's not enough to just pursue things. The Christian Body of Christ has to enter 
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into the Gospel of Joshua, Caleb, Moses that as you saw in Hebrews chapter 4 is called a Gospel; it's 

called a type of Good News. It's a Gospel which tells them, “Hey, you will be victorious warriors of that

land. You will receive what God has promised you, because you're not doing it for yourself; because you're doing 

it for the greater purpose, because you're doing it for the freedom of humanity.” And those things are really,

really, important. 

So again, I don't mean to scare you; I don't mean to put fear in your hearts, but let's be aware of where 

we're at in the span of history. We are in a very intense period of time. But at the same time whenever 

your fears are trying to overtake you, and Satan is trying to defeat you with the spirit of fear, you just 

tell him, “God has not given me a spirit of fear but He has given me power, He's given me love and He has

given me a sound mind, (Applause) which I use to resist you, and He also promised me that “if I resist you,

devil, you must flee.” So America's got to get back to God.

Pastor Sean’s Prayer

Father God, we thank You for this day. We thank You for all the things that You're doing around the 

world. We thank You for all the leaders that You are raising up right now in this critical time of 

tragedy and crisis that the whole world is under. We see such terrible things happening. The Solomon 

Islands are now pledging allegiance to Beijing; more and more nations now going to the Beast, 

acquiescing, surrendering, and giving up their sovereignty. It’s unbelievable!

Satan is trying to wipe out the image of God. He's trying to wipe out and eradicate any form of 

kingship and sovereignty because he knows that we were made in Your image, the King of kings. We 

were made to be ourselves kings and queens and priests and evangelists to share the Good News of 

the Gospel, to share the Good News of God's Kingdom; not the fake good news of Pleasure Island and 

hedonism and just following your desires. No, because that always leads to suffering and great 

tragedy. 

But having morality and ethics and stable long-term marriages and husbands and wives loving and 

respecting one another and children respecting their parents, and them training together and building 

a strong foundation for society, to become shepherds that will be able to ward off wolves and create 

prosperity, create peace, to create human flourishing, but never letting it get too much to the head; 

never believing that they made it all themselves.  

And always acknowledging You as the Creator and always acknowledging Your will and always 

acknowledging Your desires, dear God. That's why in the Scripture Christ told us that we must pray 

every day, “thy Kingdom come and Thy will be done,” and not our own.

Father God, we thank You for all the things that You are doing right now with all the folks that are 

gathered here. Because we may not see it; we only can see one foot ahead. You're only showing us one 

foot ahead. We don't know how anybody in this Sanctuary or across the world listening to this 

broadcast will be used. They could be the next hero, the next leader of a nation. It could be that the 
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people who are having their eyes open and hearing this message could be the next freedom fighters, 

the next catalyst for MILLIONS to awaken and come into Your Kingdom.  

Dear God, we don't know what You will do but we know that You are working CONSTANTLY 

behind the scenes, that You are leading this path and dispensational providence. We know that we are 

not alone and we are not forsaken, but that YOU are there WITH US, leading us in this incredible epic 

time of history. That it will culminate to a point of great tragedy and pain, but that will be overcome 

with incredible HOPE and a new world and a new future that is centered on You and not the evil of 

the idols and the elites and that wicked future that they're creating. 

Father God, we ask You that You would give us strength in our hearts; we ask You that You would 

give us discernment towards the future. But we ask You also that we would not be filled with anxiety 

and trepidation and fear, but we would overcome those with Your love and with Your power and the 

living tabernacle of your Holy Spirit that is within us and animating us towards goodness and 

towards that incredible future and that hero's quest that You are calling us upon. So that we would lift 

our cross and follow You, and that we would not be scared of the tribulations, not be scared of the 

attacks of the enemy, not be scared of the mockery and the hatred and even the killing of patriots! NO! 

But that we would be able to overcome that with Your purpose and Your will, knowing that YOU are 

guaranteed to be victorious in the end. 

Dear God, we want to give You the praise, glory, and honor. We want to lift up America today. Please 

be with all the patriots today. Give them the strength of Your Spirit; let them know the critical nature 

of the time, and let us all stand together to protect this country and to protect this world.  

We give You the praise, glory and honor, with all the kingship lines gathered here together with Your 

Three Generation Kingship, and we pray in Your precious name. Amen! Amen! Aju!  

All right, folks; let's all rise and give Him the glory! 


